Search for titles of interest

After setting up your JournalTOCs account, you then need to add the journals you want to follow. The most reliable way to add these is by searching the ISSN. If you do not know the ISSN for the journal, you can usually find it by Googling: [name of journal] ISSN
Search Result

The journal title should appear just underneath the search box. Click on the check mark to add the journal to the list of journals that you are following.

Repeat these first two steps to add all of the journals you are interested in to your list of followed journals.
Access list of followed journals

Once you have added all the journals you need to your list, you can access the complete list from the account menu.
Activate e-mail alerts

From your list of followed journals, you turn on e-mail alerts. This feature will alert you whenever a new issue of a journal that you are following is published.